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GLOSSARY
Aquifer a geologic formation, group of formations, or part of a formation that contains sufficient saturated permeable material to yield significant quantities of water to wells and springs. Sodium-adsorption ratio (SAR)--is the expression of relative activity of sodium ions in exchange reactions with s the computation of SAR is SAR (Na+)
oil. The formula used for cpressed where solute concentrations are ex Specific capacity-a measure of the productiv
The specific capacity of a water well i discharge divided by the drawdown. For is 20 gallons per minute and the 2 hours of pumping, the specific capaci foot at the end of 2 hours: To convert degrees Fahrenheit (°F) to degrees Celsius (°C) use the following formula: °C = (°F-32)x5/9. To convert degrees Celsius (°C) to degrees Fahrenheit (°F) use the following formula: °F = (°Cx9/5)+32.
The following terms and abbreviations also are used in this report: 
INTRODUCTION
This report includes hydrologic data for wells and springs in the San Miguel River basin in southwestern Colorado ( fig. 1 ) and supplements the interpretive report by Ackerman and Rush (1984) . Most of the data were collected from 1977 to 1979.
Data in this report consists of:
1. Hydrologic data from 86 wells based on well drillers' records obtained from the Colorado State Engineer's office (table 1) .
2. Hydrologic data obtained from U.S. Geological Survey ground-water site investigation records for 35 wells (table 2) and 82 springs  (table 3) . Data for these sites were verified by field visits.
3. Chemical analyses of water samples collected from 19 wells and 21 springs (table 4) . The water samples were collected and analyzed according to the method in Skoukstad and others (1979) and all constituents were analysed for dissolved concentrations at the U.S Geological Survey Central laboratory. Data tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 are in the "Hydrologic Data" section of this report. All data sites are shown on plate 1 (in pocket).
Reported yields for wells completed in bedrock ranged from 0 to 216 gallons per minute with most yields less than 10 gal/min. Reported yields for wells completed in alluvium ranged from 1.5 to 25 gal/min with most yields between 8 and 25 gal/min.
Most dissolved solids concentrations were greater than 400 mg/L for water samples collected from wells completed in bedrock or springs issuing from bedrock; concentrations were less than 400 mg/L for water samples collected from wells completed in alluvium or springs issuing from alluvium.
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System of numbering wells and springs
The well and spring locations in this report are given numbers based on the U.S. Bureau of Land Management system of land subdivision, and show the location of the well or spring by quadrant, township, range, section, and position within the section ( fig. 2 ). The first letter "S" preceding the location number indicates that the well or spring is located in the area governed by the Sixth Principal Meridian. The second letter indicates the quadrant in which the well or spring is located. Four quadrants are formed by the intersection of the base line and the principal meridian A indicates the northeast quadrant, B the northwest, C the southwest, and D the southeast.
The first three digits of the number indicate the township, the next three digits the range, and the last two digits the section in which the well or spring is located. The letters following the section number locate the well or spring within the section. The first letter denotes the quarter section, the second the quarter-quarter section, and the third the quarter-quarter-quarter section. The letters are assigned within the section in a counterclockwise direction, beginning with (A) in the northeast section and within each quarter-quarter section in the same manner. Where two or more locations are within the smallest subdivision, consecutive numbers beginning with 1 are added in the order in which the data from the wells or springs were collected. NB04201006BDA1  NB04201006CDB1  NB04201013CCC1  NB04301112ABC1  NB04301319ADA1  NB04401013CBB  NB04401135CCC1  NB04401212BAB1  NB04401514DCD1  NB04401516CDC1  NB04401524AAA1  NB04501232CBC1  NB04501311CCB1  NB04501314CCD1  NB04501334BDA1  NB04501334DCA1  NB04501335BBB1  NB04501404CDD1  NB04501404DCD1  NB04501409AAA1  NB04601233ACC1  NB04601431ABA1  NB04601508CCA1  NB04601511DCB1  NB04601517ABB1  NB04601614CDC1  NB04701602ABD1  NB04701610DDB1  NB04071623DBD1  NB04701625ABB1  NB04701701ABD1  NB04801734BBB1 NB04300936DCB1  NB04301017BAA1  NB04301023DBD1  NB04301028ABD1  NB04301112ABC1  NB04301319ADA1  NB04301327CDA1  NB04301429AAD1  NB04401028CAA1  NB04401134DDD1  NB04401135CCB1  NB04401135CCC1  NB04401212BAB1  NB04401308DAD1  NB04401424CAD1  NB04401436BBD1  NB04401516CDC1  NB04401524AAA1  NB04401525DBD1  NB04501201ABD1  NB04501206BCD1  NB04501334BDA1  NB04501335BBB1  NB04501404DCD1  NB04501409AAA1  NB04601222DAC1 210  220  100  120  270  51  220  320  280  150  280  260  400  420  420  420  350  310  310  230  320  200  270  810  880  400  170  300  430  370  1,200  390  49  180   Calcium  (mg/L)  81  77  78  34  43  74  17  64  99  76  42  82  81  140  150  150  150  51  86  100  66  97  79  81  190  210  110  45  94  130  98  250  59  15  57 Magnenesium (mg/L) 5.2 5.1 5.1 4.8 2 .9  21  2  14  17  21  11  19  15  11  10  11  11  55  22  14  16  19  1.6  15  81  87  31  13  17  24  30  150  60  2.7Table 4 .
--Chemical analyses of water samples from wells and springs--Continued
Local identifier (see fig. 2 NB04300936DCB1  NB04301017BAA1  NB04301023DBD1  NB04301028ABD1  NB04301112ABC1  NB04301319ADA1  NB04301327CDA1  NB04301429AAD1  NB04401028CAA1  NB04401134DDD1  NB04401135CCB1  NB04401135CCC1  NB04401212BAB1  NB04401308DAD1  NB04401424CAD1  NB04401436BBD1  NB04401516CDC1  NB04401524AAA1  NB04401525DBD1  NB04501201ABD1  NB04501206BCD1  NB04501334BDA1  NB04501335BBB1  NB04501404DCD1  NB04501409AAA1  NB04601222DAC1 Manganese (P8/D  <10  <10  <10  <10  <10  <10  <10  <10  <10  120  <10  <10  <10  160  380  390  360  0  20  20  <10  <10  <10  <10  130  60  40  80  <10  <10  <10  2, 
